SHOWCASE ENERGY TO THE PUBLIC

Visualize solar power and tell your sustainable story to the public with Solarfox® displays.
Do you have a photovoltaic system or are you planning to build a solar power system?

A PV system on a roof is often flat and invisible to visitors. But who can know about it? The investments in sustainability are often not used for marketing and image!

The good news:

A Solarfox® display at the entrance solves this problem ideally and helps you to express your commitment in an impressive way. Your perfect image ambassador!

With the help of an appealing multimedia presentation, Solarfox displays show the live data from your roof!
ALL-IN-ONE
Flexible and versatile usage

Solar displays from Solarfox® not only visualize renewable energies and CO₂ avoidance, but are also an “innovative bulletin board” for all kinds of content, that offer a wide variety of built in tools to integrate your information.

Compatibility with almost every system
Solarfox® is currently compatible with over 70 manufacturers of inverters and systems for renewable energy.

Locational independence
An internet connection is all that is required on site. The data and content can be visualized independently of the location of the PV System and changed at any time.

Individual customization
All content can be fully adapted to your own specifications, layouts, logos, colours, etc. In particular, you can display your own images, videos, PDFs and Office files.

Visualization of multiple PV Systems
You can visualize several systems at the same time on one display. The systems can be shown individually or collectively.

Popular in many application areas - More than 10,000 installations
The areas of application of Solarfox® displays are diverse. Our systems are already in use in more than 10,000 public and commercial properties worldwide. Solarfox® is ideal for:

- Companies
- Retail
- Municipalities
- Universities
- Craft shops
- Gas stations
- Schools
- Associations
- Car dealerships
- Energy suppliers
- Kindergardens
- Clubs

A Solar display and an innovative bulletin board
Solarfox® displays can, not only visualize energy production, but can also be used as an innovative bulletin board. You can display your own text and images with just a few mouse clicks. You can easily make the settings in our online administration via web browser. An internet connection is all that is needed.

With the help of the Foxdesigner you can also create your own content and presentations in a very convenient way. Whether for animations, external HTML pages, logos, etc., operation is child’s play and can be done from anywhere. In no time, the solar display becomes an innovative bulletin board for all kinds of information.

Solarfox® displays provide live data from your roof!
Easy and flexible data communication

Convenient data exchange via the Cloud

Solarfox® displays can be connected to almost any solar PV plant that has a data logger or monitoring system. Data communication takes place via the Internet, so there is no need to run wires between the solar PV plant and the Solarfox® display. This allows you to be highly flexible when selecting a location for the display.

ONE-FOR-ALL

Compatibility with almost all systems

Many devices are in stock in Bethel, CT and available from our distribution partner Solar Data Systems at short notice.

Solar Data Systems
SOLARFOX® Competence Center
Solar Data Systems, Inc.
23 Francis J Clarke Circle, Suite 4A,
Bethel, CT 06801
USA
Tel. 001 (203) 702 - 7189
Email: info@solardatasystems.com
Web: www.solardatasystems.com

Solarfox® Display
SOLARFOX® Headquater
SOLEDOS GmbH
Karl-Groß-Str. 3
D-63584 Gründau - GERMANY
Tel. +49 60 58 - 91 63 8 - 10
Fax +49 60 58 - 91 63 8 - 29
Email: info@solarfox-america.com
Web: www.solarfox-america.com

SCAN ME